
 
 

A TREASURE HUNT ADVENTURE FOR KIDS IN PRAGUE 

  

Hong Kong, 18 July 2016 –  Mandarin Oriental, Prague invites younger fans and parents 

alike to experience this beautiful city’s iconic sights through a two-night Prague Treasure 

Hunt package. Families booking the package will enjoy the comforts of one of the hotel’s 

historical rooms or suites, a fun-filled Treasure Hunt adventure and an array of special 

children’s amenities to enjoy the Czech capital’s charms at its best.  

 

Mandarin Oriental, Prague, a former 14
th

 century monastery, has prepared a thrilling whole-

day hunt for families to experience Prague legends and history in an unconventional way. A 

parchment scroll with instructions and a Treasure Hunt kit will be presented to children on 

arrival, along with themed sweet treats and a Polaroid camera to take away. Located in the 

heart of the city, steps away from the famed Charles Bridge, the hotel is a perfect starting 

point for exploring the city and finding the Treasure Hunt clues.  

 

Families can look forward to unveiling fantastic facts about Prague, capturing the fun 

moments with a Polaroid camera or taking a tour on Nostalgic Tram No. 91. Successful 

hunters will finally be rewarded with a ‘Key to the City’.   

 

A Prague Treasure Hunt package is valid till the end of 2016 and includes: 

 Accommodation in a historic Deluxe Room or Suite  

 Daily breakfast at Spices Restaurant and Bar 

 Themed welcome amenities  

 Treasure Hunt Kit and a sealed parchment scroll with instructions  

 Themed keepsake and a ‘Key to the City’ to take home from this Prague adventure 

 

Package rates start from EUR 1,450, for a minimum of two nights’ stay for two adults and 

two children up to 12 years old, excluding 15% VAT. Package is subject to availability. 

 

-more- 

 

http://www.mandarinoriental.com/prague
http://www.mandarinoriental.com/prague
http://www.mandarinoriental.com/prague/accommodation/deluxe-suite/
http://www.mandarinoriental.com/prague/fine-dining/spices-restaurant-and-bar/
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For reservations, kindly contact our Reservations office at moprg-reservations@mohg.com or 

on +420 233 088 888 and request “Treasure Hunt Package”. 

 

About Mandarin Oriental, Prague 

Mandarin Oriental, Prague is an intimate hotel located in a former Dominican monastery set 

amidst the palaces and gardens of Prague’s historic Malá Strana. With a former Renaissance 

chapel housing the award-winning Spa, the newly opened Spices Restaurant and Bar offering 

authentic Asian fares and original cocktails, and understated contemporary design blending 

local history with modern luxury, the hotel is a private oasis of sophistication and style in the 

very heart of Central Europe’s most beautiful city. 

  

About Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group 

Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group is the award-winning owner and operator of some of the 

world’s most luxurious hotels, resorts and residences. Having grown from its Asian roots into 

a global brand, the Group now operates 29 hotels and seven residences in 19 countries and 

territories, with each property reflecting the Group’s oriental heritage and unique sense of 

place. Mandarin Oriental has a strong pipeline of hotels and residences under development, 

with the next hotel openings planned in Doha and Beijing. 

 

Photography of Mandarin Oriental is available to download in the Photo Library of our 

Media section, at www.mandarinoriental.com.   

 

Visit Destination MO (http://www.mandarinoriental.com/destination-mo/), the online version 

of Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group’s bespoke publication, MO. News about our award-

winning hotels, the best dining experiences, spa treatments, travel retreats and interviews 

with the Group’s celebrity fans is now just a click away. Further information is also available 

on our Social Media channels.  

-end- 

 

mailto:moprg-reservations@mohg.com
http://www.mandarinoriental.com/media/photos-and-videos/
http://www.mandarinoriental.com/media/
http://www.mandarinoriental.com/
http://www.mandarinoriental.com/destination-mo/
http://www.mandarinoriental.com/destination-mo/
http://www.mandarinoriental.com/
http://www.mandarinoriental.com/connect/


 
 

For further information, please contact: 

Corporate Office   

Live Haugen (lhaugen@mohg.com) 

Group Communications – North and East Europe 

Tel: +44 (20) 7908 7813 

www.mandarinoriental.com 

Mandarin Oriental, Prague 

 Lenka Rogerova (lrogerova@mohg.com) 

Director of Communications 

Tel: +420 233 088 611 

www.mandarinoriental.com/prague  
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